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Abstract

This article presents a reflective case example of a sport psychology consultation carried out with a 9-year-old gymnast during the final year of the consultant’s training to become a British Psychological Society (BPS) chartered sport psychologist. During this period of time, the author was under the supervision of an experienced applied sport psychologist. The article draws on the published research in applied sport psychology and the wider child development literature to inform and negotiate the challenges of a neophyte practitioner working in a relatively unfamiliar sport with a very young gymnast. The intervention, which took place over six months, involved a focus on psychological skills training (PST). This paper reflects on the intervention experience and makes observations that may be of benefit to both neophyte and practiced consultants working with very young children. Although the consultancy involved goal setting, relaxation, and commitment, the focus of this paper is on those activities and skills which are specific to such a young athlete and which may be of interest to other practitioners in similar scenarios.
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‘Fear’, ‘frustration’, and ‘anger’. These words conveyed the sentiment in the content of an email received from the mother of a nine-year-old girl seeking sport psychology support. These deleterious emotions referred to an experience that the mother explained “should be fun”, namely sport and specifically gymnastics. This case study explores the context, case, and reflections of a six-month consultancy with a nine-year-old gymnast whose sporting experiences were characterized by negativity and an overwhelming fear of one particular move – the flick on the beam. At the time I was a neophyte practitioner who was two years into a three year British Psychological Society (BPS) Qualification in Sport and Exercise Psychology (QSEP). The qualification, which is a condition of being granted chartered status and being able to register as a sport psychologist, requires trainee consultants to accumulate “at least 160 days of applied work with clients” (British Psychological Society, 2015, p. 9) under the supervision of a registered sport psychologist with at least 2 years of applied practice. At the time of the intervention I had accumulated around three-quarters of the total days required in applied practice. This particular case, which comprised seven sessions was challenging due to the age of the client and the paucity of guidance available for practitioners working with young elite or high performing athletes. Following each session with the gymnast I reflected on the experience using a model that was based on Anderson’s (1999) amendments to Johns’ (1994) model of reflection (Anderson et al., 2004). These reflections not only informed subsequent sessions but also contributed to my ongoing professional development as a sport psychologist. This paper, which was drafted 18 months after achieving my qualification and registering as a sport psychologist, will reflect on my experiences and make observations that may be of benefit to both neophyte and practised consultants working with very young children. Although the consultancy involved goal setting, relaxation, and commitment, the focus of the paper is on those activities and skills which are specific to such a young athlete and which may be of interest to other practitioners in similar scenarios.

Context

Consulting Philosophy

At the time of the consultancy I was in the final year of my BPS QSEP and identified myself
as a sport psychologist in training under the supervision of an experienced sport psychologist. The supervision comprised monthly meetings with the supervisor and up to four other candidates; at these meetings issues relating to cases were discussed in a confidential and secure environment. Early on in the supervisory process, as neophyte practitioners all of the candidates were encouraged to explore the extant literature on philosophy (e.g., Poczwardowski, Sherman, & Ravizza, 2004), discuss the implications of philosophy, and reflect on what our own philosophies comprised. In the first instance my philosophy was influenced by my previous experiences in both sport and academia. As a UKCC Level 2 coach in an aquatic sport, my own experiences of the coach-athlete relationship influenced both how I perceived the relationship between a client and a practitioner, and informed what my sport-related and personal values comprised. As a swimming coach my coaching philosophy was concerned with facilitating swimmers in achieving their potential irrespective of the level that they were competing at. I considered coachability as an important athlete characteristic, but this was within the context of a collaborative coach-athlete relationship that was characterized as involving a degree of autonomy from the swimmers, mutual respect, communication, and commitment (cf. Keegan, Spray, Harwood, & Lavallee, 2010). This coaching philosophy informed how I approached my training and engagement with athletes as a trainee sport psychologist. In this particular case my coaching philosophy was closely aligned with my approach to the gymnast with both having a focus on communication and athlete-autonomy. Given that both swimming and gymnastics are considered early specialization sports and involve young children in an elite sporting domain, my coaching approach inevitably influenced my approach with the young gymnast. Mutual respect, open and honest communication, and athlete autonomy were important from the outset and at this stage of my training. Prior to the commencement of this consultancy, I had already ceased working with a young gymnast who had resisted sport psychology support but was complying on the grounds that her mother had insisted that she needed support to improve her performance. At the time I was uncomfortable about monetary gain from a client who was disengaged not only from psychological support, but also from gymnastics. Furthermore, by her own admission she was only training and attending sessions with me because she had been told to do so. Accordingly, I felt that it was not in the best interests of that client for our engagement to continue.
In the present case, even being cognizant of the early specialization nature of gymnastics (Baker, Cobley, & Fraser-Thomas, 2009), the developmental needs of the child came before the performance goals of the athlete. This philosophy was motivated by my own belief that that childhood should be a fun exciting time where sport provides opportunities for challenge, fun, and the development of motor, cognitive, and social skills. Nevertheless, these two potentially conflicting foci of development versus performance were not, I perceived, to be incompatible; Self-Determination Theory (SDT; Ryan & Deci, 2000) proposed that different forms of motivation can impact on both performance and wellbeing. I acknowledged that intrinsic motivation involving autonomy, fun, and challenge was fundamental in the gymnast’s well-being but would also be instrumental in having a positive impact on her performance. Accordingly, I prioritized the facilitation of her physical, psychological, and social development (cf. Camiré, Forneris, Trudel, & Bernard, 2011). This philosophy was made clear to the mother of the gymnast both in the initial email communication and in the intake ‘needs analysis’ interview. The mother responded that my philosophy was consistent with her own views, and expressed that her daughter’s enjoyment of the sport was more important than her current or eventual performance achievements.

Prior to embarking on a career as a sport psychologist I had spent 10 years in academia as a psychology lecturer and was therefore familiar with predominantly cognitive theories of child development. Success in any domain, including sport, requires the development of executive functions, which include the manipulation of mental concepts and staying focused. The development of these functions have to be addressed in an age-appropriate manner which should involve the incorporation of play (cf. Diamond, & Lee, 2011). Furthermore, in addition to my applied training, at the time of this consultancy I was midway through a doctorate in sport psychology and actively carrying out qualitative research involving elite athletes. The focus on qualitative research had engendered in me the importance of the voice of the participant or the client in research or practice, this was particularly important to me in dealing with children whose voices in narratives of success are often unheard. This prior and continuing academic engagement highlighted to me the importance of the link between research and applied practice and ensured that evidence-based practice was fundamental in my approach to my clients. This was problematic at times such as in the case of this
particular consultancy due to a dearth of guidance about engaging with such a young athlete.

Accordingly, following guidance from Orlick and McCaffrey (1991), and informed by my previous academic field of general psychology, I considered it pertinent to draw on the general psychology and developmental literature to further inform this intervention.

The Case

The consultancy was initiated via email by the mother of the nine-year old gymnast who felt that her daughter had a ‘mental block’ in respect of a particular gymnastic move, specifically the ‘flick on the beam’ which involves a backwards handspring on the beam. At this stage in my training, I felt that I had the necessary skills and competencies to work with a gymnast who was struggling with a technical move as I had a rudimentary understanding of the moves that the gymnast was doing having previously worked with two 10- and 12-year-old gymnasts. I had used psychological skills training involving goal setting, imagery, and relaxation in previous consultations across a number of sports to enhance skill acquisition, and furthermore, I had the support of an experienced supervisor who could provide guidance on ethical, theoretical and practical issues. However, at this juncture in my career, I was unsure of the suitability of a consultancy intervention for a child of this age. An initial literature search identified little guidance, however, Orlick and McCaffrey (1991) stressed the importance of interventions with young children being informed by developmental psychology. This guidance was congruent with my previous experience and supported my intuition that I would need to seek informing literature outside the field of sport psychology. Further investigation identified the discussion by Sherman and Poczwardowski (2005) which addressed sport psychology provision in the context of Piaget and Inhelder’s (1971) theories of cognitive development. The gymnast at nine years old, had moved through the sensori-motor and preoperational stages of development and was at the concrete operations stage of cognitive development, meaning that she was able to think logically and systematically about concrete objects, events, and experiences. However, she would not yet have reached the formal operations stage which develops in early adolescence, and therefore it was unlikely that she would be able to deal with complex abstractions and hypothetical situations. This meant that any intervention put in place would have to focus on concrete, discrete, and real events. Accordingly, where possible hypothesizing about outcomes that had not already been experienced needed to be
avoided. Sherman and Poczwardowski (2005) reported that their research was with athletes who were over 10 years old but they acknowledged that: “there is evidence that children much younger than 10 can benefit from mental or coping skills instruction” (p. 20). Further, they identified that 10-12 year old girls were better able than their male counterparts to be able to listen and implement concepts relating to psychological skills. This evidence pointed to the appropriateness of psychological skills training for the gymnast. With this knowledge informing my decisions I arranged a first meeting with the mother and her daughter to carry out a needs analysis.

At the beginning of this particular consultancy my personal and professional philosophy was, and remains several years later, client-focused, but I accept that within this philosophy, different approaches, models, and modes of practice may be used depending on the individual client’s needs. In accordance with Aoyagi and Poczwardowski’s (2012) differentiation of models, I decided that it was appropriate to adopt a mental skills approach and consequently this particular consultancy was characterized by psychological skills training (PST) involving goal setting, imagery, and relaxation that resonated with the principles advocated by Orlick’s (2008) Wheel of Excellence. The focus of this model, which provides a holistic grounded theory of the mental skills required to excel in a variety of sports, involves supporting and guiding individuals towards personal excellence. The wheel involves attention to focus, commitment, mental readiness, positive images, confidence, distraction control, and ongoing learning. As a junior high performing gymnast who was struggling with focus and confidence, the use of positive images and distraction control to address the gymnast’s mental block made Orlick’s model appropriate to inform the intervention. Barbour and Orlick (1999) identified links with the model and research carried out with elite athletes. Of particular interest to this case is the mapping of positive images to the use of mental imagery in research involving gymnasts and mixed sports (viz. Mahoney & Avner, 1977; Orlick & Partington, 1988).

Ethics

In the United Kingdom ethical engagement is informed by the British Psychological Society’s (BPS; 2009) code of ethics which requires consultants to observe four principles when engaging with clients: respect, competence, responsibility, and integrity. These principles were adhered to throughout the consultancy. Respect for the client was ensured through for example, maintaining
confidentiality, through encouraging self-determination where possible, and through the maintenance of systematic but non-judgmental records of meetings. The principle of competence was achieved through practices including informing the parents of my trainee status, engaging with my supervisor to address my concerns over the ethics of working with young children, and through continued engagement with the theoretical and developmental literature. Responsibility was demonstrated when it became apparent that the young gymnast was developing an attachment to me that was manifesting itself in a dependency that was potentially detrimental to her welfare. This was apparent in the excitement with which she looked forward to the sessions. In consultation with the parents I decided to terminate the consultancy. Integrity was realized throughout the consultancy through honest and open communication with both the gymnast and the parents.

**Needs Analysis**

Following on from the initial email communication I met with the young gymnast and her mother. This goals of the initial interview were two-fold. The first was to collect information about the viability of the consulting relationship and the issues presented, and second, to build rapport, trust, and credibility with both the parent and the gymnast (cf. Greenlees, 2009). The focus was on the gymnast’s engagement, her ability to listen, and to make a subjective assessment about whether she would be able to cope with the consulting process. I decided against using psychometric tests, such as the Sport Imagery Questionnaire (SIQR, Hall, Mack, Paivio & Hausenblas, 1998) which I would usually use when considering utilizing imagery with an athlete, as many of the tests available were inappropriate for use with such a young child. Contrary to my reservations concerning the age of the gymnast and my perceptions about how her age would impact on her ability to engage and take ownership of the process, it was the gymnast, rather than the mother who provided the majority of the information about her ability, her fears, and her motivations. With an emphasis on the client’s needs at the center of the consultancy, it was apparent from an initial meeting with the gymnast and her mother that the child’s needs were concerned with performance enhancement of specific skills and the development and maintenance of her ongoing passion for gymnastics.

It was apparent in the first session that in addition to the ‘mental block’ about the move, the gymnast’s failure to complete the move on the beam, despite proficiency doing the move on the mat,
was frustrating members of the coaching team who, the mother perceived to be treating her daughter with some disdain and believing her daughter to be “difficult”. Despite the salience of this issue, it was apparent that the interaction between the coaches and the gymnast could only be addressed within the confines of the consulting relationship, as the parents were reluctant to inform the coaches that their daughter was seeing a sport psychologist.

The Presenting Issues

The gymnast had previously been able to execute a flick on both the low and regular height beam but had developed a fear of it that was now debilitating, she was now only able to complete the move on the mat. The backwards handspring, a dynamic skill, is described in detail by Rosamond and Yeadon (2009) who explained that the move (not necessarily when carried out on the beam) can be “accompanied by anxiety” (p. 187). In our first meeting the mother explained that her daughter was becoming increasingly distressed by her inability to land the move safely, and she was concerned that her daughter’s involvement in the sport, which she felt should be fun, was now becoming detrimental to her health and wellbeing. From my previous experience with other gymnasts I was aware that the flick on the beam was a move that, although not technically difficult for a relatively experienced gymnast, was often the source of fear and low self-efficacy due to the risk of falling and the painful injury, known colloquially as ‘splitting the beam’, where the gymnast lands heavily on the beam with one leg either side. In the first session, this fear was articulated by the gymnast although she admitted that on the many occasions she had previously attempted the move, she had only split the beam once.

The Intervention

At the commencement of the intervention the gymnast’s age remained of concern. Although I was cognizant of Piaget’s stages of development, an initial search identified few practical activities that would be suitable for a nine-year-old girl, so it became apparent that throughout the consulting process I would need to develop a number of age-appropriate practical activities from adult versions. With this knowledge informing the intervention and following the initial meeting and preliminary evaluation, two distinct consulting goals emerged. The gymnast was frustrated by her inability to complete her move and wanted to be able to complete a flick on the beam, and the parents wanted their daughter to regain her confidence and subsequent enjoyment in her gymnastics. In order to
facilitate the fulfilment of these goals a program of six sessions over 24 weeks were planned to include imagery, goal setting, and relaxation. The frequency of sessions ranged from two-five weeks with most sessions taking place on a monthly basis at the gymnast’s home. Most of the sessions involved the gymnast and myself often lying on her lounge carpet. The sessions where she was alone with me were based on the gymnast’s decision as her mother explained that her daughter wanted to take ownership of the process and didn’t want her mother involved. To ensure ethical practice, these sessions were carried out with the door open and the mother in an adjoining room. Following each session the next session was planned in more detail. The sessions comprised:

1. Building rapport; Strengths and challenges; an introduction to imagery.
2. Development of an imagery script including positive images and motivational prompts.
3. Explaining anxiety; focus and concentration; further work on imagery.
4. Relaxation; imagery; diary work.
5. Revisiting imagery and cognitive anxiety following being dropped from the team.
6. Goal setting (specifically process goals) and commitment.
7. Looking forwards and evaluation.

Although there were six sessions planned this was extended to seven sessions due to unexpected events, i.e., the gymnast being dropped from a competition during the consulting process. Although sessions were structured in a proactive approach loosely influenced by Orlick’s (2008) Wheel of Excellence, this was flexible to allow for reactive actions given the gymnast’s progression and other factors that may impact upon her progression. Fournier, Calmels, Durand-Bush, and Salmela (2005) indicated the appropriateness of a PST for young gymnasts and identified that in their study with gymnasts aged between 11- and 13-years-of-age that the greatest benefits were seen when employing: “relaxation, activation, focusing, refocusing, and imagery” (p. 74). Although there were a number of different techniques used in the intervention, the prime focus was on imagery for confidence and skill development, and the understanding and reframing of the effects of anxiety which were detrimental to the gymnast’s ability to perform. The principles of these two areas have been widely explored in other academic studies (e.g., Nicholls, Polman, & Levy, 2010; William &
so the emphasis in this report is to illustrate the application of these two techniques in the context of working with very young athletes. In a study that explored rational emotive behavioral therapy (REBT) with young children, Grey (2010) acknowledged that “a child’s brain has not developed the ability to process information through a language-only medium. Therefore, it is necessary . . . to incorporate the idea that thoughts cause feelings in a developmentally appropriate manner” (p. 55). Hence, the focus of this intervention needed to move away from language and incorporate more kinesthetic and visual activities.

Imagery – the magic carpet. Imagery was a skill that was introduced early on in the intervention but which was revisited in subsequent sessions. The focus on imagery was informed by both research that identified that using imagery for mastery and affect impacts on challenge and threat appraisal tendencies (Williams & Cumming, 2012), but also due to the appropriateness of this technique for young children. However, in respect of the latter point the research was equivocal and required some further exploration. In their studies of cognitive development, Piaget and Inhelder (1971) proposed that very young children may not be able to rotate or scan (i.e., kinetic) in their use of imagery, which would by implication make it inappropriate for use in sport related imagery which is kinesthetic in nature. However, in a study that compared the imagery abilities of 5-, 8-, 14-year olds, and adults, Kosslyn, Margolis, Barrett, Goldknopf, and Daly (1990) implicitly identified that children as young as five years of age can and do use imagery. They found that the types of imagery used was not substantially different across ages and that it was not possible to classify the imagery used as predominantly static or kinetic. Of relevance to this particular case study the authors found that females were superior in their imagery abilities. Furthermore, research by Munroe-Chandler, Hall, Fishburne, and Strachan (2007) found benefits in the use of imagery by young gymnasts from a developmental perspective and suggested that the earlier an individual starts imagery use, the more benefits (e.g., increased learning and self-efficacy) that they derive from it. More recent research (Simonsmeier & Buecker, 2016) has also identified that motivational general–mastery imagery helps the young gymnasts aged between 7- and 14-years-of-age to remain focused, which the authors suggest may also have positive effects on performance at a competition. Accordingly, based on the information available at the time imagery was selected as a key skill to develop.
Vealey and Greenleaf (2006) stressed the importance of selling imagery to clients, and with this in mind I utilized their suggestion of a fish weight on a piece of string to illustrate the link between the mind and the body. This practical activity is consistent with psychoneuromuscular theory (Jacobson, 1931) which suggests that imagined movement produces barely perceptible innervation in the muscles. The gymnast’s wonderment at the ability to ‘think the weight into moving’ and its magical component set the tone for the imagery delivery. Cognizant of the importance of avoiding imagery that might fall within the domain of the formal operations stage of cognitive development, I started with very simple tasks such as using imagery of the gymnast’s pencil case as this was something that not only was she familiar with, but also had multisensory elements namely, texture, and olfactory and visual components. When she was competent at imagining her pencil case we progressed to simple imagery of the gymnasium involving identification of colors, smells, and textures. Then, returning to the magical aspect of imagery that she had identified, and with knowledge that the gymnast was a fan of the story of Aladdin, I introduced the idea of a magical carpet that could (in her imagination) transport her from location to location. The magic carpet concept is widely used in hypnosis and can be utilized as providing a safe environment (cf. Rhue & Lynn, 1991). In this instance the carpet was used as a safe haven that she could return to when she experienced fear, but it was also used to promote controllability, vividness, and self-awareness as part of her imagery practice (cf. Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006).

Given the gymnast’s age and the expectation that she may find it difficult to arrange her time to practice her imagery, I decided to develop an imagery script that we recorded onto an audio file so that she could listen to it at bedtime. In asking the questions of the gymnast to acquire the relevant content, I drew on Williams, Cooley, Newell, Weibull, and Cumming’s (2013) guidance on the production of imagery scripts. Over two sessions, the gymnast took an active role in developing the script and was instrumental in the identification of words and phrases to use. The imagery script included both cognitive and motivational (general-mastery) imagery. It comprised the environment involving her magic carpet, the gymnasium, and the beam, motivational imagery involving positive feelings, confidence, and focus and cognitive imagery involving her technical proficiency and the execution of the flick on the beam. The script was written in the first person as early tasks illustrated
that the gymnast primarily utilized internal imagery rather than external. This is consistent with Mahoney and Avener’s (1977) research which identified that gymnasts are more likely to use internal rather than external imagery. However, the decision to use an internal-focused script was primarily due to the gymnast’s individual feedback rather than the research, particularly as Mahoney and Avener’s study has been critiqued as using leading questions (Callow & Hardy, 2004). Once the gymnast, the mother, and I were satisfied with the content, flow, and technical accuracy of the script, the gymnast recorded the script onto her iPod. The gymnast listened to her script at least four times each week for the duration of the consultancy. In ongoing evaluation the gymnast attributed her increased confidence on the beam to “doing my imagery”.

**Anxiety - role play and art.** Underlying the gymnast’s inability to complete the move was an emotional response to being instructed by her coaches to execute the flick on the beam. Fear was the prevalent emotion that she described when relating her experiences. This negative emotion was identifiable through the terminology used and the narratives that she articulated, for example: “I’m frightened of . . .”, “It frightens me . . .”, “it is scary”. The use of such terminology was a common occurrence in the early discussions surrounding her descriptions about the beam work, and was accompanied by her descriptions of ‘shaking’ and ‘having butterflies in my tummy’. These accounts are consistent with empirical findings that indicate children as young as seven years old may interpret physical symptoms such as trembling as being an indicator of danger (Muris, Hoeve, Meesters, & Mayer, 2004). The incorporation of accounts of both cognitive anxiety (e.g., fear) and somatic anxiety (e.g., shaking) suggested a basic understanding of the reciprocal relationship between the two components of anxiety (cf. Muris et al., 2004). My reflection after this disclosure included a search of the literature that identified research by Grossbard, Smith, Smoll and Cumming (2009) who noted that when children as young as seven years old perceive challenging activities in sport as threatening, this is accompanied by task-irrelevant cognitive and emotional responses, distress, and potential avoidance of that activity. This resonated with the experiences being recited to me by both the gymnast and her mother as the gymnast was using crying and physical and emotional withdrawal to avoid attempting the move. In their study the authors found that: “children are able to differentiate among somatic anxiety, worry, and concentration disruption” (p. 161) but they noted that, consistent with my own
failure to identify useful practical activities to address competitive anxiety in such young athletes, there are few interventions that have been designed to specifically reduce the multidimensional components of anxiety in young athletes.

Accordingly, given the empirical evidence available and following the reflection on the gymnast’s experiences, I felt that it was appropriate to address both somatic and cognitive anxiety, but it was evident that I would have to design some child-friendly activities to do so. Understanding and managing the somatic anxiety was addressed through three methods, role play, art, and relaxation. The role play addressed the evolutionary origins of the function of the autonomic nervous system response to threats (hypothalamic, autonomic adrenal medulla pathway) and the part that adrenaline plays in the fight or flight response. The role play comprised the gymnast taking on the role of a caveman and me taking on the role of a scary wild animal. A game of hide and seek that made the gymnast ‘jump’ was used to explain the manifestation of ‘nerves’ or ‘butterflies’. The gymnast was familiar with the term “butterflies” to refer to the somatic anxiety that she was experiencing and this became the source of an art-based activity. Using art as a technique to address somatic anxiety, and informed by art therapy in counselling and trauma services (cf. Landier, & Alice, 2010), we reframed her interpretation of this somatic anxiety by discussing the beauty and positivity of real butterflies. We spent some time drawing and then coloring purple (her favorite color) butterflies which she used to both decorate her sport psychology folder and to stick on her bedroom wall by the low beam that she had for practice in her room. Each time she experienced butterflies in her stomach she imagined them as being beautiful, friendly, colorful, and of positive use. Finally, in line with more mainstream sport psychology we spent some time using relaxation to control somatic anxiety (cf. Kassel, 2015).

The reframing of the somatic anxiety was also designed to address the cognitive anxiety that she was experiencing. By reframing the meaning of the somatic anxiety the activities in the gym were seen as less threatening and less likely to result in destructive cognitive anxiety. Where cognitive anxiety was still apparent in the negative self-talk that the gymnast reported, a number of techniques were used to address this. Early on in the consultation we had a conversation around the likelihood of ‘splitting the beam’ which the gymnast reported had only occurred once in hundreds of attempts. During this conversation we discussed the likelihood of it happening again which she acknowledged
was very slim. However, her fear was articulated in terms of an appreciation of the pain that the one
fall had caused. Whilst the likelihood of a similar event occurring was low, the likelihood of serious
pain should it occur was high and therefore was a rational concern. Accordingly, the focus was on
diverting focus away from negative thoughts and towards more positivity. This was achieved through
two techniques, detraction and positive affirmations. Distraction was particularly important given that
in a study involving young athletes Vassilopoulos, Brouzos, Moberly, Tsorbatzoudis, and Tziouma
(2015) identified that the positive relationship between negative performance attitudes and sport
anxiety was stronger in those children who reported higher levels of anticipatory processing of a
sporting event. The magic carpet was used as the distraction and represented a haven away from fear.
The second technique involved through the use of positive affirming statements that were already part
of her imagery script such as “I can do this”, “I am steady” (cf. Critcher & Dunning, 2015).

Returning to the use of art, this technique was used throughout the intervention to address a
number of issues. It was apparent from discussions with the mother that being a gymnast was an
integral part of her daughter’s identity. The mother reported that her daughter was unable to switch
off from gymnastics, and it became clear through further discussion that the gymnast engaged in
practices that were normalized in the sport (cf. Smits, Jacobs & Knoppers, 2016), for example like
many young gymnasts she had a beam in her bedroom. In light of the gymnast’s strong athletic
identity, in addition to suggesting to the parents that there should be times when gymnastics was not
talked about and that their daughter should be given opportunities for free unstructured play with her
friends (Myer et al., 2016), I also adopted a simple light switch strategy. I provided the gymnast with
a small light switch which she decorated with stickers. She carried this switch with her in her gym
bag and used it to symbolically switch on and off from gymnastics. The decorating of the switch gave
her ownership and some pride in the device and gave her permission not to talk about or engage in
gymnastics.

**Effectiveness**

Evaluation of the intervention was through reflection, ongoing feedback from the gymnast
and her mother, and via a consultant evaluation form at the end of the intervention. Reflections on the
intervention will be addressed separately later in this paper. The ongoing feedback was inherently
positive both in respect of the process and the outcomes and was sought in a brief discussion with the mother before and after every session (usually lasting 10-15 minutes in total). In respect of the process, the mother informed me that her daughter enjoyed the sessions as they were “fun” and interactive. The gymnast enjoyed the imagery activities and her mother reported that she was self-motivated to listen to her imagery audio script several times a week. In terms of the outcome of the intervention, the gymnast achieved a flick on the low beam early on in the intervention although she experienced a temporary setback when her parents went abroad for a short period of time and she remained at home with her grandmother. However, by the end of the intervention the gymnast was regularly completing the move on the low beam and occasionally managing it on the regular height beam. Although it is difficult to assess the extent to which the intervention contributed to this improvement both the gymnast and the mother felt that the sport psychology support had been a significant contributor. The gymnast reported that she used her magic carpet when she experienced fear, upset, or negative self-talk and was no longer concerned when she experienced the effect of adrenaline (i.e., butterflies). The intervention was terminated after seven sessions as both the mother and I suspected that there was a dependency developing that could in the long term be detrimental to the gymnast’s engagement in her sport (cf. Andersen & Speed, 2012). At the end of the consultancy I asked the parents to complete a consultant evaluation form (based on Partington & Orlick, 1987). The mother completed the form and returned it several weeks later. In all aspects of the consultant characteristics the mother rated the consultant with a score of 10. In respect of the effectiveness she rated the intervention as helping a lot. At the time I reflected that it would have been useful to develop an evaluation form that the gymnast could have completed.

Reflections

As Anderson, Knowles and Gilbourne (2004) stated “it is insufficient for practitioners to learn a theory and simply apply it to practice” (p. 190) and that practitioners should use reflective practice to identify and learn from best practice (cf. Schön, 1983). The content and formulation of this paper represents dual-staged reflection (cf. Knowles, Gibourne, Borrie, & Nevill, 2001) which comprises both immediate and delayed reflection on action to learn from and to inform future practice.
Immediate reflection comprised a descriptive account of each session with the gymnast and my own reflections based on Anderson’s (1999) amendments to Johns’ (1994) model of reflection (Anderson et al., 2004), and furthermore comprised the basis of a case study as part of a submission for the qualification. My written reflections completed within 24 hours of each session comprised four informing headings: *A Description of the Consulting Experience, Reflections* (comprising consultant feelings and sources of knowledge), *Consequences of Actions*, and *Lessons Learned*. This model afforded me the opportunity not only to make a record of each session (*A Description of the Consulting Experience*), but also ensured that I acknowledged my own emotional responses and searched the literature for relevant empirical evidence (*Reflections*). Regular monthly meetings with my supervisor and supervisory group also provided opportunity for concerns to be raised, issues to be explored, and emotional responses to be addressed; these meetings were recorded and complemented my case notes. In respect of this particular case the role of my supervisor was relatively limited as sessions tended towards a more holistic reflection on the group’s practice across cases. Accordingly, although we discussed the age of this gymnast it was also discussed in relation to dealing with young athletes generally. The copious notes made around this case allowed retrospective or delayed reflection not only of the experiences but also of the reflections to be made several years later.

Reflections were made about the approach used and concludes with recommendations for practice.

**Approach**

Initial reflections about the approach used were based on my own reflections on the sessions and feedback from the gymnast and her mother. In reflecting on the consultancy I returned to the intervention goals. By the end of the consultancy the gymnast was able to complete a flick on the low beam and was occasionally able to carry it out in the regular height beam; to what extent the intervention facilitated this is unclear but the gymnast attributed a significant part of her progress to the sport psychology support she was receiving. What was more certain was the development of psychological skills that the gymnast had acquired, she had adopted a number of strategies that she

---

1 As part of the QSEP qualification a reflective log had to be submitted at regular intervals to an independent assessor (athletes’ details were anonymized). I had previously received feedback about providing more in-depth reference to the empirical literature. Accordingly, by this point in the process I ensured that literature searches were a fundamental aspect of my written reflections.
could take into the future to apply to other situations. In respect of maintaining her enjoyment in the
sport there were underlying issues with the gymnastics coaching team, however, a focus of the
consultancy was that the gymnast’s identity went beyond being a gymnast and I had provided her with
a number of strategies that allowed her to “switch off” from the sport so that it did not become
intrusive.

Through adopting a predominantly PST focused intervention, a number of opportunities were
missed. In addressing the primary issue, that the gymnast was frightened of doing a flick on the beam
and was therefore engaging in avoidance strategies, the intervention neglected to address a possible
contributory factor, that is the frustrations that were being demonstrated by the coaches. Ideally,
given the developmental limitations of a child of this age and the knowledge that children at the
concrete operations stage of their development are not in a position to hypothesize, it stands to reason
that the more situated the intervention the greater the chances of success. Indeed, recently Foster,
Maynard, Butt and Hays (2016) posited that “the need to implicitly embed PST into physical practice
would appear particularly helpful for youngsters” (p. 75). However, in this instance the parents were
reluctant to inform the coaching team of the intervention of a sport psychologist, partly due to their
perceptions that seeing a sport psychologist may reflect negatively on their daughter, but also due to
their conviction that some of the loss of enjoyment that their daughter was experiencing was due to
the coaching staff behaviors. This latter point was beyond the scope of this intervention as access to
the wider coaching team was not possible. The parents’ belief was that if their daughter could perform
the move correctly then the behavior of the coach would change and the coaching behaviors would be
a moot subject. This area was neglected due to the initial concerns expressed by the parents that they
did not want the coaches to know about my engagement with their daughter. As a neophyte
practitioner I accepted this at face-value, however, with the benefit of experience I may have explored
this further and questioned whether this was due to ill-informed perceptions about sport psychology or
the parents’ beliefs about the coaches’ values. It may have been prudent to address the role that the
coaches have in creating a motivational-environment to reduce the anxiety felt by young gymnasts (cf.
White & Bennie, 2015).

Nevertheless, a PST based intervention was adopted as an appropriate approach based on the
empirical literature both within sport and in the wider developmental psychology literature. However, the use of imagery with young children since this consultancy has also identified opportunities that were missed at the time, namely the identification of the Sport Imagery Questionnaire–Children (SIQ-C; Hall, Munroe-Chandler, Fishburne, & Hall, 2009) which is designed for athletes between 7- and 14-years-of-age. However, despite accessing studies that have provided support for imagery with young children both in terms of developmental appropriateness and effectiveness, I remain somewhat uncomfortable about working with such young children where the underpinning goal is about performance, and endeavor to adopt a holistic approach also accommodates the developmental needs of the child. Although gymnastics is an early specialization sport with a relatively early age of elite success, the engagement in gymnastics meant that for this particular child there were limited opportunities to engage in other sports and to play with friends. Furthermore, although there was no indication that the child’s involvement in gymnastics was having a detrimental impact in other areas, the risks of disordered eating and injury, and the lack of robust evidence about the need for such early intensity (cf. Baker et al., 2009) left me with unresolved feelings about the ethics of working with such a young gymnast.

Lessons Learned and Recommendations for Practice.

From a professional perspective, I appreciated the importance of interventions being informed by the wider literature when working with young high performing athletes. The child development literature allowed me to ensure that my activities, language, and approach were age-appropriate. It became apparent through the reflective process that, as previously stated, interventions with young children should be situated as much as possible. However, where that it is not possible activities should be focused on tasks that go beyond language. Indeed, it appears from Foster et al. (2016) that psychologists who are working with young children and are adapting their approaches to use child-friendly rewards such as “stars, stickers, smiley faces, and certificates”. However, given that there is a demand for sport psychology input for young children; I have been approached to work with at least three gymnasts under 11 years of age, there is a real requirement for professionally produced child-friendly materials and for an evaluation form adapted for young children. In terms of lessons learned I have found that my practice is not always, on reflection, consistent with my stated philosophy.
Although, my philosophy was, and remains, athlete-focused (cf. Holt & Strean, 2001), I found that when making retrospective reflections to write this paper, that I am missing the child’s “voice” and this reinforces the need for a more formal child evaluation.

In conclusion, this was ultimately a successful intervention in that the consulting goals were ultimately achieved. However, the intervention highlighted a number of issues that were only partially resolved, specifically, the need to engage with the wider team and the practicalities of working with young children. Ultimately, it is important that sport psychology interventions with young children to be informed by the developmental psychology literature, the ethics of practicing with young children should be incorporated into consultants’ practicing philosophies, and there is a real need for materials that are specially adapted to meet the needs of younger clients.
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